ABSTRACT Emerging communications technologies, such as IPv6 and 5G, will enable massive numbers of devices to connect to the Internet of Things. With the scale of networking equipment increasing, how to effectively use extensive IoT data is an increasingly urgent issue. The interaction relationships between IoT devices based on various application requirements have not received enough attention in traditional data mining methods. However, IoT devices require a large amount of information to interact in practical applications every moment, which produces a variety of semantic relationship. Different from the traditional methods, this paper employs graph structure to represent the semantic relations of IoT data, which exploits fine-grained semantic information more efficiently. Our contributions are as follows: 1) we propose the IoT data representation framework by converting semantic relations into graph structure, 2) the framework can leverage different meta-paths in the graph to measure the similarity among entities in the IoT from different perspectives, and 3) we conduct a cluster experiment based on regularization improved matrix factorization for different application scenarios that consider the semantic similarity. We demonstrate our method using a real-world dataset, and the experimental results show the practicability and effectiveness of our proposed approach. This paper presents a new research angle to analyze semantic data in the IoT.
I. INTRODUCTION
The development of next-generation wireless communication techniques [1] , such as Internet Protocol Version 6 (IPv6) [2] , the Narrow Band Internet of Things (NB-IoT) [3] and Lora [4] , provides sufficient network addresses and a convenient approach to access Internet for energy-constraint devices. This development has led to a massive increase in the amount of accessible devices. It is predicted that the number of IoT devices will reach 23.14 billion by 2020. The number will grow to 75.44 million by 2025. 1 The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Chang Choi.
In parallel with the explosive growth of IoT devices, such as sensors and mobile devices, the vast quantity of data produced by smart devices is growing every moment. The collection of sensor data by various terminal devices is ubiquitous and heterogeneous, and there are great research potential and economic value in the data. A previous research report 2 states that IoT enterprises have collected a large quantity of data, but the data have not been used effectively. This results in the value embedded in the data not being fully explored. It is estimated that by 2025, 60 percent of the potential value requires the ability to integrate and analyze data from various IoT systems. However, traditional methods cannot solve the massive data amount, heterogeneity and dynamic problems of IoT data properly, so it is a challenge to develop an effective model to represent and fuse the IoT data at present. As shown in Figure 1 , the primary function of the IoT is to facilitate interoperability between humans and the physical world. Sensor data and human behavioral data constitute the information transmitted on the IoT. The fusion of the two types of information occurs through different semantics in various contexts. Therefore, the semantic representation is an important bridge to connect human intelligence to big data in the IoT.
In existing research, researchers proposed Sensor Network, Sensor Web [5] and Semantic Sensor Network [6] to conduct sensor data description and share and map real-world objects to be part of the Web. However, in the comprehensive application scenarios of the IoT, simply using semantic information also faces some problems such as the lacking of flexibility, versatility and adaptability. As pointed out by Maria [7] , dealing with the vast amount of data produced by the devices and the exploding number of services are still among the largest technological challenges of our time.
To respond to the above challenge, developing a method to represent the massive amounts of data semantically and preserve relationships between objects in real data is in demand. In details, the graph is an applicable data structure that can obtain every IoT objects and their relationships with semantic and structural information. The graph is a widespread data structure in computer science, and graph-based algorithms have been used in a wide range of applications, such as social network [8] , knowledge graph [9] , recommendation system [10] , and heterogeneous information network [11] .
Getting hints from heterogeneous information networks, the semantic information network can be mapped to the graph structure. In our study, we represent the semantics of the IoT data using graph structure. The nodes in the graph denote the physical devices in reality, and the links in the graph denote the transmission of semantic information between devices. We named the graph containing the semantic information that consists of different nodes and edges as the IoT-HIN.
To leverage the semantic information, we propose a meta-path based method. The meta-path is a specific path in a graph. In the IoT-HIN, there can be several different meta-paths connected between two objects, thus indicating that there are different semantic relationships between the two objects. By combining multiple meta-paths we can leverage more intensive relation information from different perspectives.
To verify the effectiveness of our approach, we conduct a cluster experiment using our designed regularization improved matrix factorization on the real-world dataset. The experimental result of cluster task proves that our method can represent and fuse semantic information.
The contributions of this paper are as follows: 1) We extract the rules of the information flow between objects in the IoT and propose the IoT data representation framework by converting semantic relation into graph structure; 2) We propose three models that leverage different meta-paths in the graph to measure the similarity of entities in the IoT; 3) We conduct a cluster experiment based on regularization improved matrix factorization that considers the semantic similarity by combining multiple meta-paths in the semantic graph structure. The experiment shows that the cluster result is good, and our method can represent IoT semantic data. The remainder of our paper is organized as follows: related work is presented in Section II. We introduced IFTTT and had a preview of our framework in Section III. And we present our method in detail in Section IV The experiment and validation results are described in Section V. Finally, we conclude our paper and suggest avenues for future work in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
Many research on the IoT focuses on integrated applications [12] , hardware architecture [13] , and network protocols [14] , achievements were made in these fields. Research on representing and fusion of IoT data is continuously increasing recently. Table 1 compares the different technologies [15] in existing research form the data representation, processing function and processing perspective. Techniques such as the Sensor Network, Sensor Web and Semantic Sensor Network, have gradually developed attempt to solve the interoperability in the IoT and process the IoT data in different granularities.
The Sensor Network [16] focuses on connecting sensors to a network through various communications technologies and then monitors and records the conditions in any number of environments. Sensor Network records and collects data and provides the possibility for us to mine the value from the data later. In the field of sensor data processing research [15] , [17] , information fusion technology provides many methods to achieve, for example, data encoding, data compression, and information fusion. Besides, semantic technologies provide comprehensive tools and applicable methods for representing, integrating, and acquiring knowledge.
Combining the IoT with social networks [18] has transformed the situation into a new paradigm. The IoT provides information from the environment and the social network provides the glue that allows users to interact with the devices. The social IoT changes the connectivity between users and things, and enhances the usability of computing through a series of smart devices around us. The trigger-action programming method is a manifestation of the SIoT. Users can interact with IoT devices through recipes and realize the calculations for humans. This paper [18] analyzes the social IoT ecosystems and determines the significance of human behavior.
At present, a new interaction pattern of IoT has attracted researchers' attention, which is trigger-action programming pattern. Trigger-action programming pattern combines the sensing and response ability of IoT devices with the traditional network, providing a new idea for the interaction between IoT and traditional network. Based on trigger-action pattern, researchers have explored a lot of work. Liu et al. [19] and Quirk et al. [20] attempts to translate human language into automatic programs. Thuluva et al. [21] proposed a novel approach for compositions and presents a novel user interface to create recipes. Jeong et al. [22] proposed a rule-based recommendation system to facilitate users to use the automatic IoT.
At present, in the field of IoT data processing methods based on neural networks, supervised machine learning methods such as artificial neural network have achieved better results [23] . Machine learning theory focuses on the study of computational models, and it is necessary to use marked data as a training set to realize context recognition using IoT data for specific scenarios. However, due to the multi-source heterogeneous and dynamic changes of the input data, it puts higher constraints on the dynamics and adaptability of the model training.
The matrix factorization is a widely used method in the fields of natural language processing [24] , image recognition [25] , and signal processing [26] . This method can reduce the difficulty in subsequent processing through compressing high-dimensional data into a lower dimension. Matrix factorization has been developed in the field of data mining because it can mine latent factors and semantic topics in data. Therefore, the method has significant applications in recommendation systems [27] or community discovery [8] . Likewise, we can use this method in IoT data processing to cope with the massive growth of the IoT data. Different from traditional matrix factorization, we use meta-path to build the matrix to implement the semantic data processing.
III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW A. PRELIMINARIES FOR TRIGGER-ACTION PROGRAMMING PATTERN
To research the semantic flow of the IoT, we conducted our research on a popular programming pattern called trigger-action programming [28] which is a new programming methods in recent years. This pattern allows novices with poor programming skills to more effectively enjoy the convenience of the information technology. Users do not need to learn professional programming languages but they can complete programming with just a mouse and keyboard by using the human word.
Trigger-action programming pattern that allows users freely combine triggers and actions provided by different service providers to custom configuration. If-Then statements follow the format IF TriggerChannel.ThriggerFunction Then ActionChannel.ActionFunction A ''trigger'' is an event or a condition and an ''action'' is an instruction or a command that can be executed. A combination of a trigger and an action is called as ''recipe''. Once the condition of the trigger is met, the platform will auto execute the ''action'' instruction. A ''channel'' is a service provider or a smart device. The channels not only include traditional online service providers, such as Facebook, Twitter, and Gmail but also include Nest, Caleo and other IoT device service providers. Channels will provide various kinds of ''triggers'' and ''actions'' for the user to pick from. Through this kind of trigger-action platform, users can control the aspects of their smart devices in their digital life.
B. TRIGGER-ACTION INSTANCE
For example, in Figure 2 we can instantly know the new tweets of our friends we follow or we can get a notification when our laundry is done. The triggers are that our laundry is finished and that our friend posted a new tweet. The actions are sending an email and displaying a notification and the channels are Twitter, Samsung, Gmail and the Android Device. As mentioned above, users don't need high-level programming skill and they can meet their needs by combing ''trigger'' and ''action'' freely. Users can edit a recipe by themselves and share the recipe to other users. In this trigger-action programming pattern, we can learn how users use the IoT apparatus and how the IoT apparatus interacts with the IoT network or traditional network. We can obtain the relationship and semantic information from user's recipes. There are several trigger-action platforms, such as IFTTT, Integromat, and Zapier. In this paper, we focus on data crawled from IFTTT.com.
C. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Trigger-action programming pattern naturally contains rich semantic relationships and information, to take advantage of the semantic information flow in IoT, we design the IoT-HIN system for converting semantic relations into graph structure and the system architecture is as shown in Figure 4 . First, we should get the raw data. In this paper [29] , the author releases several datasets about IFTTT which is a trigger-action programming platform and we chose the newest one. The raw data is a text file, and then we design a node extractor and relationship extractor to extract nodes (channel, trigger, action, recipe) and relationship form the raw data in the second step. Then, we can reconstruct the nodes and their relationships in the graph database. Now, we get an IoT heterogeneous information network. In the third step, we can analyze the relationships between various nodes in IoT-HIN. We propose to measure the similarity between nodes based on different meta-paths, and generate a score matrix. Finally, we design the improved non-negative matrix tri-factorization algorithm to conduct a cluster experiment. We will elaborate every part of the work in the following section.
IV. PROPOSED METHOD A. HIN CONSTRUCTION
To study the semantic interaction information between different entities on the IoT, as mentioned in section III-C, we extracted object from the data set and reconstructed them on the graph database to build the heterogeneous information network of the Internet of things.
Definition 1 (IoT Heterogeneous Information Network):
The IoT Heterogeneous Information Network is a directed graph G = (V, E) with object type mapping functions ϕ : V → A and edge type mapping functions φ : E → R. A and R denote the sets of abstract objects and relation types, where |A| + |R| > 2. V denote an abstract object in IoT-HIN and E denote the semantic relation in IoT-HIN.
In the IoT-HIN, each node represents an abstract object which may be a device in the real world or a service interface, and each edge represents the relationship between two abstract IoT objects. Nodes and edges can be different types, representing different types of entities and different types of semantic interactions. In this paper, we focus on the semantic connection between abstract IoT objects.
In trigger-action programming, every trigger and action have a textual description that is written by the service provider to describe the features. When the user creates a recipe, users can add a description to this recipe to other users. We can make use of the textual information to find the latent relationship between different channels. We use Google NLP tool to extract the entity from the descriptions of the trigger, action, and recipe and build a new type node which we call as Entity in the HIN model. And we set up the relationship between entity and trigger, action and channel by adding edges in the graph database. The entity is considered as the smallest semantic unit in information interaction. We have extracted five types of nodes (channel, trigger, action, recipe, and entity) and construct the graph 
B. META-PATH MODEL
To study the different relationships between abstract objects in the network, we employ the meta-path [30] , [31] , which is used to leverage data from different perspectives and describe the semantic similarity between abstract objects. We define the meta-paths as follows.
Definition 2 (Meta-Path): A meta-path P is a path defined on the graph of the network schema T G = (A, R) and is denoted in the form of A 1
, which defines a composite relation R = R 1 R 2 · · · R n between types A 1 and A l + 1, where denotes the composition operator on relations.
Semantic relationships between objects are expected to be different based on the different meta-paths. For example, a meta-path Trigger-Recipe-Action (TRA) represents that one user combine a Trigger and an Action as a Recipe. Meanwhile, another path Trigger-Recipe-Entity-Recipe-Action (TRERA) denotes that different Recipes generated by the trigger and the action respectively, and they share the same Entity. Linking different meta-paths of the two types of objects indicates different semantic relationships. For example, for the two meta-paths of recipe1-clothes-recipe2 and recipe1-weather-recipe2, the first meta path demonstrates that both the recipe1 and recipe2 recipes focus on the semantics of the clothes and the second path indicates both two recipes focus on the semantics of the weather.
Therefore, IoT-HIN can represent rich semantic information than the homogeneous network. In this paper, we use the matrix factorization method to analyze the IoT-HIN by decomposing the relation matrix which generated according to the meta-path.
C. META MODEL DESIGN
The advantage of the graph structure is that it can have different types of edges and nodes. In the IoT-HIN, different types of nodes can exist in the graph to reflect the various entities in reality, and the different types of edges can reveal the different relationships between the entities in reality. The edge can have a direction to represent the direction of the information flow in reality, and the weight of the edge can express the strength of the relationship between entities. We extract the flow of the semantic information from the IFTTT dataset and convert into a graph structure to fully capture the detailed relationships. By focusing on the different meta-paths in the graph, different information can be mined to process different semantic information. In the next part of the paper, we discuss the selection of different meta-paths for cluster analysis and study its impacts on the results.
1) CTER MODEL
First, we consider the flow of information through the trigger to build the model. We use the one meta-path in the graph to capture the flow direction of the information (i.e., channeltrigger-entity-recipe), as shown in Figure 6 . Through this path, we extract the relationship between the channel and recipe, and we construct a matrix W CTR , the size of which is f × k, where f is the number of channels, and k is the number of recipes. W CTR (ij) = m, where m is the number of meta-paths. If a channel and recipe are connected by multiple triggers and entities, we record multiple weights to reflect its strong correlation. For example, we can consider that there are five meta-paths in Figure 8 , and they are S − T 1 
2) CAER MODEL
Also, we can also consider the meta-path of the channelaction-entity-recipe, as shown in Figure 7 . Through this path, we extract the relationship between the channel and recipe, and construct a matrix W CAR whose size is f × k, where f is the number of channels, and k is the number of recipes. W CAR (ij) = m, where m is the number of meta-paths. If a channel and a recipe connected by multiple triggers and entities, we record multiple weights to reflect their strong correlation. 
3) CTAER MODEL
We can also consider the two-way paths of the channelaction-recipe and trigger-entity-recipe. We construct the W CATR matrix. W CATR (ij) = m, where m is the number of two types of meta-paths. In other words W CATR = W CTR + W CAR .
D. NON-NEGATIVE MATRIX TRI-FACTORIZATION
Matrix factorization is an algorithm to decompose a matrix into multiple matrix products. It can be used to reduce the dimension of the matrix and is widely used in the field of signal processing.
Definition 3 (Matrix Factorization):
Given a non-negative matrix X = (x 1 , x 2 , · · · x n ) ∈ R k×f , the objective of the non-negative matrix tri-factorization algorithm NMF is to approximate the nonnegative matrix X by the product of two low dimensional matrix U and V , thereby obtaining the compressed representation of original matrix. U ∈ R k×t and S ∈ R t×f is an encoding matrices, and t < min(f , t) reduces the original matrix rank.
At the same time, matrix factorization can also be used for clustering. Ding et al. [32] proved that nonnegative matrix factorization and spectral clustering are equivalent. The result matrix U (i, j) denotes the probability of i th element belongs to the j th category. And the S denotes the latent association between the matrix U and V .
In this paper, we extension of matrix factorization, non-negative matrix tri-factorization (NMTF) decomposes the original matrix into three matrices U , S, and V , to achieve the goal of row and column clustering simultaneously. U is the clustering of the rows of the original matrix and V is the clustering of the columns of the original matrix. S is the an incidence matrix. As a simultaneous clustering algorithm, NMTF can promote the results of row clustering and column clustering in the algorithm iteration. In this paper, we use NMTF to prove the feasibility of our IoT-HIN by conduct a clustering analyze on the dataset.
There are many methods for matrix decomposition. The critical point is how to measure the error between the decomposed matrix and the original matrix. In this paper, we use the Frobenius norm as the cost function.
The || · || F denote the Frobenius norm of a matrix.
E. REGULARIZATION IMPROVED NON-NEGATIVE MATRIX TRI-FACTORIZATION
To prevent overfitting, we add the regular terms to improve the cost function, so the final cost function is
To get the solution, we use the Lagrange multipliers λ, µ, ν for the constraints U >= 0, S >= 0, V >= 0. So, the Lagrange function L is constructed as
Taking derivatives of L with respect to U, S, and V, we have
Then we apply the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions to the above equations,
The function 3 is convex in only U , S or V , but it is not convex in three variables together. We get inspiration from this paper [33] , we use the following multiplicative updating rules for NMTF.
Based on the above three equations, we can give an algorithm description in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Non-Negative Matrix Tri-Factorization

Input:
The relation matrix X The parameters α β γ λ µ ν
Output:
Channel cluster indication matrix U Recipe cluster indication matrix V Incidence matrix S Fix other variables and update the cluster indication matrix U using formula 10
Fix other variables and update the cluster indication matrix V using formula 11 5: Fix other variables and to update cluster indication matrix S using formula 12 6: end while
V. EXPERIMENTS A. EXPERIMENT SETUP
In this section, we evaluated our approaches on the IFTTT dataset. To construct this dataset, we get the raw data file from this paper [29] and transform it to graph structure. We analyze the relationship between the channel, trigger, action, and recipe and reestablish the relationship in the graph database.
The dataset is large, and some recipes shared by users are not of high quality. Therefore, we conducted a simple snapshot of the data, and we choose the recipe with more than 100 LIKES (how many users add the recipe to their account), reflecting the interests of most users. The purpose is to reduce the running time of the algorithm and discard those non-common features. In this paper, we focus on classifying channels which are the service provider and have clear industry labels.
With the help of external knowledge, 3 we divided the selected data into four parts. This classification will be used as a standard result to verify the correctness of our algorithm. Table 2 shows the number of each type node and edge in the 3 https://ifttt.com/services dataset. The selected channels are shown in Table 3 , 15 channels are divided into 4 categories of Android, Environment, Photo and Social Network. This distribution is the standard result to evaluate our algorithm. And the distribution of the channels is shown in Figure 9 . We can know the number of recipes associated with each channel area. 
B. EVALUATION MEASURES
In our study, we use the accuracy to measure the performance of our approach and it is a widely used measure.
The accuracy is defined as that: each element is assigned to the class that it most likely belongs to with the biggest probability. cl i is the type that an object belongs to which defined in Table 3 and the tl i is the result of algorithm. Then, the accuracy is calculated as follows:
where n is the number of all the channels in Table3, δ(cl i , tl i ) = 1 if cl i and tl i is a same type, otherwise δ(cl i , tl i ) = 0. Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) is the evaluation index when comparing multiple algorithms. NMI is an important measurement index of community detection in the case of standard ground-truth.
Given two random variables P and Q, NMI of P and Q is defined as
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where I (P; Q) is the mutual information of P and Q, and H (P) and H (Q) are the entropies of P and Q, respectively [34] . It can objectively evaluate the accuracy of a community division compared with the standard division. The rand index (RI) in data clustering, is a measure of the similarity between two data clusterings. If K is the clustering result, a represents the logarithm of elements of the same category in C and K , and b represents the logarithm of elements of different categories in C and K , then the rand index is:
where C n samples 2 is the logarithm of the total elements that can be composed in the data set.
And the V-measure is the harmonic mean between homogeneity and completeness: v = 2 * (homogeneity * completeness) / (homogeneity + completeness) [35] .
C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
We use three models based on the different types of meta-paths to generated three relation matrices. Then, we applied the NMTF algorithm to them. The algorithm can cluster both channel and recipe, we show the channel cluster result because of the channel can be clearly divided into several categories. The model CTER results are shown in Table 4 and the model CTAER results are shown in Table 5 . The CAER model did not get the expected results, and so we do not show the results. We will discuss the reasons in the next part of the paper.
The number in each row represents the score of the current row's channel belonging to the category represented by the current column. The higher the score, the more likely the current channel belongs to a certain category. We use the highest scoring class as the final result of the clustering.
1) MODEL CTER RESULT
The result matrix of the first model is shown in Table 4 . The elements in the result matrix represent the probability that each service belongs to each category. The higher the numerical value is, the more likely it is that the service belongs to that category. We use the category with the largest probability as the cluster result to measure the performance of our algorithm.
From Table 4 , we can see that 16 channels are clearly divided into 4 categories. According to the definition of accuracy, we calculate that the accuracy of our method is 73.3%.
2) MODEL CATER RESULT
Although the CAER model cannot get an ideal result because the amount of data is insufficient, the CAER model still captures a portion of the semantic information. We conduct an experiment on the CATER model by combining the CTER model and the CAER model. The result of CATER is shown in Table 5 . From the table, we can see that 16 channels are also clearly divided into 4 categories. According to the definition of accuracy, we can calculate that the accuracy of our method is 80%. The experiment shows that the CAER model also assists cluster task.
D. COMPARED METHOD
In order to verify the feasibility of our method, we conducted a comparison of several methods include two meta-path models of NMTF and spectral clustering method. We get the comparison of the experimental results in Table 6 . At the same time, we use multiple evaluation methods to evaluate different methods. When we conduct spectral clustering, we do not use the semantic information in IoT-HIN, but directly provide characteristics of each channel and whether the channel has a relationship with a recipe as input to spectral clustering. As we can see from Table 6 , the spectral clustering has no semantic information about the data, so its all the evaluation indicators are the lowest. When the NMTF algorithm has more semantic information, the better the experimental results.
The experimental results show that we can introduce HIN into IoT to fully capture the semantic information in the IoT, which is instructive for studying the interaction between IoT devices.
E. DISCUSSION
From section V-D, we can see that our algorithm is better than the traditional spectral clustering in many evaluation indexes. This shows that our proposed method of combining the Internet of things with heterogeneous information network can effectively represent the information flow between iot devices.
In addition, the method we proposed in this paper is a soft cluster algorithm, therefore a service does not necessarily belong to only one class. It can be seen from the Table 4 that although some channels are not grouped into the corresponding categories, they are still interpretable. For example, the Android Photo channel is classified into cluster3 instead of the Android category, but all of the channels in cluster3 are image-related. In addition, the probability that android photo belongs to cluster3 is not notably different from that of cluster4. Due to this nature of soft cluster, our algorithm is more advantageous in practical use. Especially in recommendation system, we do not need to limit a service to one category. It can belong to several categories according to the probability. Depending on the classification result, we can recommend a service to different users to improve the usability of the algorithm.
It is unfortunate that the CAER model that we proposed did not get the excepted result. We find numerous zeros in the result matrix, which means that the algorithm cannot recognize which category a service should belong to and many services were divided into one category. After checking the dataset, we found that the number of action nodes is very small and is even less than 100. Therefore, many elements of the matrices generated according to the meta-paths are 0, so, the algorithmic results are not very good.
This situation is realistic because most IoT devices have detection capabilities but do not have responsive capabilities now because of security reasons and cost reasons. Therefore, many services provide few actions, and so the number of service-action meta-paths is very small. The matrix cannot capture the semantic information completely, therefore, the cluster result is not ideal. However, with the development of IoT technology, we can predict that the capacity of IoT devices will extend and the problem of insufficient data will also be solved.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we analyze the challenges in current IoT data mining. To better represent and fuse the semantic information, we propose to transform the semantic network into graph structure and we call it IoT-HIN. Then we proposed that use multiple meta-paths to measure the correlation between objects. On this basis, we use the NMTF to conduct cluster study. The experiment result shows that our approach shows higher performance than spectral clustering without semantic information. This can explain that our method can effectively represent the semantic information flow of the IoT and mine valuable information.
In future work, we plan to combine semantic and structural information and optimize the factorization rules.
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